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Welcome to the Ring! POWER SLAM! is a Wrestling Card Game for 2-4 players. Grapple, Throw and
Strike your opponents into submission before you Pin with a 1, 2, 3! to eliminate them from the
game. Be the last one standing to become the Power Slam Champion!
The game consists of two decks of 196 cards in total. The game is fast paced with players using an
array of moves like Fast Strikes, Crippling Grapples, Damaging Throw moves or Powerful Special
Moves like The Powerbomb or Chokeslam.
POWER SLAM! features multiple game play modes for high replay-ability. Game modes range from
One Fall through to Elimination, Tag Team to All in Rumble and will keep you coming back to POWER
SLAM! You can COUNT on it!
The art is high action and has a vibrant cartoon feel which will appeal to pop culture fans. Each card
has a play clue down the bottom which means game play is intuitive and you can just about pick up
and play the game immediately.
A game of POWER SLAM! will take between 20-30 minutes to play through and is suitable for ages 7+
We have completed Prototype copies to play with the goal of going to Kickstarter for a campaign in
July 2020. Once funded, we will produce the game and get POWER SLAM! out by Christmas 2020.
.POWER SLAM! IT’S ALL THE FUN OF REAL WRESTLING WITHOUT ANY OF THE PHYSICAL PAIN

Team Bios
Power Slam! has been put together by a team of Comedians from the Sydney Comedy Scene. These
three comedians have worked closely together over the last 6 months, throughout the Pandemic to
help bring Power Slam! to a table top near you.
Seizure Kaiser - Co-Creator.
The man with the kayfabe name is a comedian,
writer and filmmaker who has a cult-like status in
the comedy scene and has played and produced
shows all over Australia, UK and the US.
@iAmSeizure - Instagram
@iAmSeizure - Facebook
Ray Cashman - Co-Creator.
Ray is a comedian who loves board games. He is
super competitive, so much so, no one will play with
him any more. This can be traced back to the
Monopoly incident of ‘89 which we can’t talk about
here for legal reasons.
@rcashy - Instagram
@raycashmancomedy - Facebook
Peter Gleeson - Lead Artist
Pete is a comedian who can “draw good”. He has a
diploma in video game design from Tafe which has
still never proven to be useful.

